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13 Applications of Stochastic Geometry in Image Analysis
Marie-Colette N.M. van Lieshout 
13.1 Introduction
The new millennium has opened with what can only be described as a data explosion following advances in digital technology,
a development that has led to a strong demand for tools to analyse digital data such as still images, video streams, audio
signals, and text.
As a field, statistical image analysis took off during the 1980s with the seminal work by Besag (1986) and Geman and Geman
(1984) on the restoration of pictures degraded by noise. Much of the work in this period is focussed on ‘low level’ tasks, that
is, it aims to de-noise, sharpen, segment, or classify the image. A good overview can be found in the supplement to Journal
of Applied Statistics edited by Mardia and Kanji (1993) which includes reprints of the seminal papers mentioned above and a
list of early references.
With the improvement in image quality, in the course of the 1990s the emphasis shifted towards the ‘high level’ task of
describing an image by its content, for example in terms of the objects it contains and the spatio-temporal relations between
them. Early work in this direction includes Baddeley and Van Lieshout (1992, 1993), Molina and Ripley (1989), Ripley and
Sutherland (1990), as well as the work by Grenander and co-authors — although usually couched in pattern theoretic
language (Grenander 1976, 1978, 1981).
Given the difference in goals, it is hardly surprising that different stochastic models are used in low and high level vision. For
example, classification at the lowest conceptual level calls for a pixel based model. Even in this context, though, due to the
high dimension of image data, fitting a model is a far from trivial task that cannot be done explicitly except for the simplest
models. Instead, an algorithmic approach is often taken in which small changes — involving only a few pixels — are proposed
iteratively. The crucial ingredient of many such algorithms is the difference in log likelihood between the new and old states.
for
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computational reasons, it would be highly desirable if this ratio would be ‘local’, a concept that can be formalized by a Markov
property. Further details can be found in Geman (1990) or Winkler (2003).
At the other extreme, the focus of attention are the objects in the image as described by their location, shape, and colour
parameters. In this context, it is natural to use marked point processes (Daley and Vere-Jones 2003), in particular those
satisfying a Markov property (Van Lieshout 2000a). Which mark to use depends on the application, ranging from simple
geometric shapes (Baddeley and Van Lieshout 1992, Van Lieshout 1994, 1995) through deformable template models (Amit
et al. 1991, Hansen et al. 2002, Hurn 1998, Mardia et al. 1997, Pievatolo and Green 1998, Rue and Hurn 1999, Rue and
Husby 1998) via the complex ensembles of simple shapes studied by Lacoste et al. (2005), Stoica et al. (2002, 2004, 2007),
and Ortner et al. (2007) to the spatio-temporal models of Van Lieshout (2007).
Intermediate level modelling tries to avoid a full scene description while preserving a global approach. It focusses therefore on
image regions, either conceived as a conglomerate of pixels (Møller and Waagepetersen 1998, Tjelmeland and Holden 1993)
or as a (continuous) tessellation of space (Clifford and Middleton 1989, Kluszczy ski et al. 2007, Møller and Skare 2001,
Nicholls 1998).
The present chapter is organized as follows. In Section 13.2, we present random fields, (sequential) object processes and
polygonal field models. In Section 13.3, we discuss relations between the various Markov properties discussed in Section 13.2,
indicate how a random field is affected by the choice of the number of class labels, and show that certain polygonal field
models can be seen as non-overlapping object processes. In the last section, we present two applications. The first one
concerns tracking of a variable number of moving objects through a video sequence, the other one a foreground/background
separation problem. For the first example, a ground truth is known to which the outcome can be compared; in the second
application, visual inspection must validate the results.
The emphasis in this chapter is on stochastic geometric modelling at the expense of a detailed discussion of the Monte Carlo
algorithms employed for inference. The interested reader is referred to, e.g. Chapter 9 or Winkler (2003). We also refrain from
discussing mathematical morphology, a branch of image analysis with similar roots to stochastic geometry (Matheron 1975).
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Instead we refer to Serra (1982) or Dougherty (1992).
13.2 Stochastic geometric models: From random fields to object processes
13.2.1 Random fields
A digital image is simply a finite array of ‘colour’ or ‘intensity’ labels. The entries of the array S, typically a rectangle of raster
points in Z2, are referred to as pixels. We shall use the notation S = (s 1, ..., s m ), m  N. For the moment, assume the set of
labels is finite as well, and denoted by .
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Let X = (X 1,...,X m ) be a random field with values in  s . Thus, X i is the label in  assigned to pixel s i . The labels can be
categorical, for instance foreground/background, or be related to the intensity values of the image. The distribution of X is
given by the joint probability mass function P {X 1 = x  1,..., X m = x  m } for x  = (x  1,..., x  m )   S , which we assume to be
strictly positive so that conditional distributions are well-defined. The condition may be relaxed a little (Besag 1974, Clifford
1990) to include models such as the lattice gas discussed below.
Let ~ be a symmetric, reflexive relation on S. For instance, on Z2 one may define s i ~ s j to be neighbours if and only if they
are directly or diagonally adjacent, that is, if  In graph theoretical terms, the pixels are the vertices and
an edge is drawn between s i  s j if and only if s i ~ s j . The random field X is said to be Markov with respect to ~ if for all i =
1,..., m the conditional distribution
(13.1) 
depends only on x  i and the labels at those pixels s j that share an edge with s i (see e.g. Besag 1974).
Example: Lattice gas (Lebowitz and Gallavotti 1971) Let S be a finite square of raster points {s 1,...,s m }  Z2
equipped with the neighbourhood relation s i ~ s j if and only if  Let  be the set {0,1, 2}, fix the
parameter  > 0, and consider the random field X on  s whose joint probability mass function
is proportional to the right hand side product. In words, labels are assigned independently with probabilities 1/(1 + 2 ) for 0
and /(1 + 2 ) otherwise, conditional on the event that for every pair of neighbour pixels s i ~ s j , i < j, either one of the
labels is zero (x  i x  j = 0) or they are identical (x  i = x  j ). Clearly, some elements of  s occur with probability zero.
Nevertheless, whenever the conditioning event on the left hand side of (13.1) has strictly positive probability, the equation
(13.1) holds, and we say that P is Markov with respect to ~, with labels 1 and 2 ‘repelling’ each other. A realization with  =
0.75 is shown in Fig. 13.1.
From a computational point of view, the Markov property implies that iter- atively sampling X i from the right hand side of
(13.1) leaves P invariant, an observation that is crucial for Monte Carlo inference (see e.g. Geman 1990).
Assume that X is a random field with strictly positive joint probability mass function P. Then, by the Hammersley—Clifford
theorem (see the historical account by Clifford 1990), X is a Markov random field if and only if P can be written as
(13.2) 
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Fig. 13.1. Realization of a lattice gas model with  = 0.75. Black represents colour label ‘1’, grey ‘0’,
and white ‘2’.
for some interaction functions C :  C   + defined for C  C, the family of sets consisting of pairwise neighbours. By
convention, singletons and the empty set are included in C. Indeed, 0 can be regarded as a normalizing constant.
Pairwise interaction models for which  C = 1 whenever the cardinality of C exceeds two are the most convenient, and widely
used. The lattice gas model falls in this class. Indeed,  while  if and only if s i ~ s j and x  i
= 1, x  j = 2 or vice versa, one otherwise. Such discouragement for neighbouring pixels to have different labels is typical for
image analysis. Another famous example is the Potts interaction function  for some  >
0. The reader may find it useful to think of  C as a regularization term for the C-local behaviour of desirable realizations x  of
the random field X.
The global behaviour of a pairwise interaction Markov random field cannot be expected to reflect the global appearance of
complex pictures, which is the reason why greedy ascent type algorithms tend to give better results than methods aimed at
a global optimum (Winkler 2003). If global characteristics are the object of interest, it is advisable to use larger
neighbourhoods and non-trivial interaction functions for a rich subfamily of C (Tjelmeland and Besag 1998). Note that (13.2)
can be augmented with interactions on the dual graph (Geman et al. 1990, Geman and Reynolds 1992) when preservation of
the natural edges in an image is important.
A stronger form of conditional local dependence is that of the Markov mesh models proposed by Abend et al. (1965). Let S
be a finite rectangle of raster points in Z2 and call pixel s j a predecessor of s i if it either lies above or to the left of s i . Then X
is a Markov mesh model if the conditional distribution of X i ,
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i = 1,..., m, given the values x  j at all predecessors s j of s i depends only on a limited set of s j , say the three nearest ones.
These conditional distributions are often assumed to be given in closed form and easy to simulate from. In this case, the joint
probability mass function factorizes as the product over such conditional distributions, and – in contrast to most Markov
random field models – is analytically tractable and amenable to sequential procedures. However, due to their causal non-
symmetric nature, Markov mesh models tend to produce realizations with striping effects not apparent in many natural
images (Cressie and Davidson 1998, Lacroix 1987, Qian and Titterington 1991).
To conclude this subsection, Gaussian Markov random fields deserve special mention. So far, for convenience, we have
assumed that  is finite. However, the theory discussed here remains valid in the context of real-valued labels if we replace
probability mass functions by densities. When X is normally distributed, the precision matrix Q captures the spatial
dependence. Typically in applications, Q will be sparse, so that Monte Carlo methods can often be avoided and replaced by
numerical ones (Rue and Held 2005). Note that the class of Gaussian fields includes classic conditional autoregression
models for smoothly varying images (Ripley 1988, see also Besag and Kooperberg 1995, Besag et al. 1991, K nsch 1987).
13.2.2 Intermediate level modelling
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Intermediate level image analysis aims to describe an image in terms of its homogeneous regions. There are two main
strands. In the first, one stays within the random field framework but considers a more global interaction structure; the
second approach is based on the concept of a spatial tessellation (chapter 5 in this volume).
Random fields Pairwise interaction Markov random fields like the Potts model with moderate neighbourhood sizes can be
used successfully as regular- ization terms for low level tasks such as the restoration of noisy pictures (Section 13.2.1).
However, for large values of , realizations of the Potts model tend to be dominated by a single colour.
In order to construct models that tend to produce realizations containing compact regions, Tjelmeland and Besag (1998)
introduced higher order interaction functions  C that express the relative likelihood of various types of labellings on C. For
example, if  = {0,1}, the C could be monochrome, contain convex/concave corners or edges between the two labels. See
also Gimel'farb (1999).
With the same objective in mind, Møller and Waagepetersen (1998) focussed on image regions directly and proposed Markov
connected component fields defined by a joint probability mass function of the form
(13.3) 
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where the product ranges over the maximal ~-connected components of identically labelled pixels in x  = (x  1,..., x  m ), l(x  k )
denotes the common label in the component x  k = (x  k ,k  K), and  k :   R+ is the interaction function. The functions 
k may be based on fundamental geometric quantities such as the area, perimeter, and Euler–Poincaré characteristic of K, as
well as on corner features similar to the ones considered by Tjelmeland and Besag (1998). Inter- component interaction can
be taken into account, leading to a joint probability mass function proportional to
(13.4) 
the semi-Markov random fields introduced by Tjelmeland and Holden (1993). Here,  k,l  0 are the symmetric inter-
component interaction functions between components K and L in K(x). Note that the Potts model of Section 13.2.1 permits a
factorization of the form (13.3)–(13.4). In general, though, Markov random fields and connected components fields or semi-
Markov random fields with respect to the same neighbourhood relation ~ are not comparable in the sense that neither class
is contained in the other.
Spatial tessellations A coloured spatial tessellation is a partition of the image window D R2, for example the convex hull
of the pixels, into a finite number of disjoint, usually polygonal, regions whose united closures fill the window (Stoyan et al.
1995) and where each polygon carries a label. The labels may be assigned uniformly under the condition that no adjacent
regions share the same label, or, if the polygons are seen as building blocks for larger regions, by a conditional Markov
random field model with respect to the adjacency relation that encourages similar labels between polygons separated by a
common boundary segment (for example a Potts or Gaussian model).
A random tessellation can be obtained in various ways. We shall focus here on models derived from the Poisson line process
L. Note that a line ,p in the plane may be parametrized by the pair ( ,p), where p is the signed distance of the line to the
origin and   [0, ) is the angle between the normal to the line and the x-axis as illustrated in Fig. 13.2. The measure d  d p
can be shown to be invariant under translations and rotations, so that the random set of lines L parametrized by a Poisson
process on [0, ) ×  with intensity measure d  d p is stationary and isotropic. Clearly, the lines of L that intersect D form a
partition of the image window. Moreover, the angle between two ‘randomly chosen’ lines of L is distributed according to the
probability density sin( )/2 on [0, ).
More refined tessellations can be obtained by using the lines of L as a skeleton (Arak 1982). Suppose that D is a bounded,
non-empty, open convex set with a piecewise smooth border D, for example a rectangle. Define the family  D of admissible
tessellations of D as the set of all planar graphs  in D D with non- intersecting straight line segments as edges such that
no two edges are co-linear, all vertices in D have degree two, and   D is either empty or consists of
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Fig. 13.2. Parametrization of lines in the plane.
vertices of degree 1. In statistical physics, the latter is referred to as an ‘empty’ or ‘free’ boundary condition, respectively. For
a realization  of the Poisson line process L d restricted to D, let  d (l d ) be the family of    d such that the
graph  is constructed on lines of l d and   l i , i = 1,..., n, contains a single interval of strictly positive length.
Now, the polygonal Arak field A d on D is defined by
(13.5) 
where l( ) is the total edge length of  and the expectation is with respect to the distribution of L D . A realization of (13.5)
with free boundary condition is shown in Fig. 13.3. The Arak field is Markovian in the following sense: the conditional
distribution of A D within a piecewise smooth closed curve C depends only on the intersection points and directions of A d with
C.
Fig. 13.3. Realization of an Arak field on [0,4] × [0,4].
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Several variations have been considered in the literature. Firstly, the probability distribution (13.5) may be used as a
dominating measure to define further random tessellations. For instance, for  > 0, a length-interacting polygonal Markov
field has probability density f( )  exp{  l( )} with respect to the law of A d (Arak 1982, Van Lieshout and Schreiber 2007,
Schreiber 2005), thus favouring tessellations with small total edge lengths. Secondly, the class of admissable tessellations
may be modified. In this vein, Nicholls (1998) restricts himself to triangles, Arak and Surgailis (1989) allow vertices of degrees
3 and 4, and Arak et al. (1993) consider point rather than line based constructions. Finally, Voronoi tessellations (Okabe et al.
2000) have been used as alternatives for polygonal fields (Blackwell and Møller 2003, Green 1995, Heikkinen and Arjas 1998,
Møller and Skare 2001, Skare et al. 2007).
13.2.3 Object processes
As in the previous section, let D be the image window. Let Q be a Polish space that captures object attributes such as size,
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shape and colour. We shall define an object process as a marked point process (see Chapter 1 of this volume) specified by its
probability density f with respect to the distribution of a unit rate Poisson process on D  = D  D marked in an i.i.d. fashion
according to some mark distribution Q on Q. Realizations are denoted by x = {x  1,..., x  n }, where n  N0, and x  i  D  × Q, i
= 1,...,n.
Example: Penetrable spheres (Widom and Rowlinson 1970) Let Q = {1, 2}. In analogy to the lattice gas model
discussed in Section 13.2.1, the penetrable spheres mixture model is defined as a homogeneous Poisson process of rate 2
> 0 in which points are independently assigned each of the two types with probability 1/2, conditional on the event that points
of different type keep at least a distance R > 0 away from each other. A realization with R = 0.1 and  = 100 is shown in Fig.
13.4. Write X 1 for the ensemble of points with mark 1, X 2 for those marked 2. Then the model has joint probability density
with respect to the product measure of two independent unit rate Poisson processes on D  Here n(x i ) denotes the
cardinality of x i , and d(x 1,x 2) is the shortest distance from a point in x 1 to one in x 2. The marginal distributions of X i , i 
{1,2}, are called area-interaction processes (Baddeley and Van Lieshout 1995, Häggstrom et al. 1999) and have probability
density proportional to
with respect to a unit rate Poisson process on D  where    denotes area, and  is the union of closed balls of radius R
centred at the points of x i , i = 1,2. Note that points of the same type prefer to be close.
end p.434
Fig. 13.4. Realization of a penetrable spheres model on [0,1] × [0,1] with  = 100 and R = 1/10. Points
of type 1 are represented by triangles, points of type 2 by crosses.
Let ~ be a reflexive, symmetric neighbourhood relation on D  × Q. For example, the objects parametrised by x  and y may
be neighbours whenever they overlap (allowing for blur and shading where necessary). An object process X with probability
density f is said to be Markov with respect to ~ if f is hereditary in the sense that whenever f(x) > 0 for some configuration of
objects, also f(y) > 0 for all y  x, and, for all u  (D  × Q) \ x, the ratio
(13.6) 
known as the conditional intensity (Papangelou 1974), depends only on u and {x  i  x : u ~ x  i } (Ripley and Kelly 1977). A
factorization is provided by the Ripley—Kelly theorem stating that a marked point process with probability density f is a
Markov object process if and only if its probability density can be written as
(13.7) 
for some non-negative interaction function . The product ranges over object configurations y  x that consist of pairwise
neighbours (including singletons and the empty configuration). The resemblance to (13.1)is obvious. To see that the area-
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interaction process is Markov, define x  ~ y if and only if x   y   2R, and observe that the conditional intensity (u  x) = 
exp{  (B(u, R) \ U x  )  D  } depends only on u and those x  i  x that are neighbours of u. The interaction function is
given by
for k  1.
end p.435
If (x) = 1 whenever x contains more than two objects, f defines a pairwise interaction process. Note that some care has to
be taken to ensure that a model defined by some  is integrable with respect to the dominating measure and hence can be
normalized to unity. A sufficient condition is that (x)  1 for all cliques x  0. Fortunately such a condition is not restrictive in
the context of image analysis, as it is usually undesirable for a scene to contain many overlapping objects. Forbidding overlap
altogether, that is, setting (x) = 0 whenever x  1 ~ x  2 for some x  1 x  2  x, results in a hard core model. For further details
as well as a wide range of examples, the reader is referred to Van Lieshout (2000a).
Continuous analogues of the Markov mesh models and connected component fields discussed in Section 13.2.1 exist
(Baddeley and Møller 1989, Baddeley et al. 1996, Cressie et al. 2000, Haggstrom et al. 1999) but to date seem not to have
found many applications in high level image analysis.
Markov marked point processes are useful modelling tools for scenes composed of objects that do not overlap or are of
similar appearance. However, they do not take into account the relative depth — distance to the camera — of objects in the
image (Mardia et al. 1997) due to the invariance under permutations inherent in their definition, nor can they cope with non-
symmetric neighbour relations (Ortner et al. 2007). In such cases, finite sequential spatial processes (Van Lieshout 2006a,
2006b) can be used. The realizations of such a process, denoted by x  = (x  1,..., x  n ) for n  No and x  i  D  × Q, i = 1,..., n,
consist of vectors of arbitrary length – in contrast to the sets that arise as realizations of marked point processes. An
example is given in Fig. 13.6, where for i < j, the coloured square x  i lies in the foreground compared to square x  j . The
distribution of a sequential spatial process on D  with marks in Q may be specified by its probability density with respect to
the distribution of a random sequence of Poisson length with independent components that are uniformly distributed over D
and marked in an i.i.d. fashion according to Q. See also Daley and Vere-Jones (2003).
Let ~ be a reflexive relation on D  × Q, not necessarily symmetric. If y ~ z, the object parametrized by the marked point z is
said to be a directed neighbour of y. Now, a sequential spatial process Y with probability density f is said to be Markov with
respect to ~ if f(y ) > 0 implies f(z ) > 0 for all subsequences z  of y , and, for u  y , the ratio f((y ,u))/f(y ) depends
only on u and its directed neighbours {y i  y  : u ~ y i } in y . Usually the set of neighbours is small compared to the global
configuration, a fact that can be employed to advantage in the design of Monte Carlo algorithms. The ratio is related to the
sequential conditional intensity
(13.8) 
for inserting u  y  at position i  {1,...,n + 1} of y  = (y 1,...,y n ). Here s i (y , u) = (y 1,..., y i i, u, y i ,..., y n ). The
overall conditional intensity for
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finding a marked point at u in any position in the vector given that the remain- der of the sequence equals y  is given by
 . The expression should be compared to its classic counterpart (13.6).
An analogue of (13.7) holds in the sequential setting. Indeed, for u  D  × Q, the sequence y  is said to be a u-clique with
respect to ~ if y  either has length zero or all its components y i satisfy u ~ y i . The definition is u-directed but otherwise
permutation invariant, so we may map y  onto the set y by ignoring the permutation. Similarly, write y < i = {y 1,..., y i-1}.
Then, a sequential spatial process with probability density f is Markov with respect to ~ if and only if it can be factorized as
(13.9) 
for some non-negative interaction function  such that (u, z) = 1 if z is no u-clique with respect to ~. As for marked point
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processes, when defining a Markov density by its interaction function, integrability must be verified.
Clearly, any sequential spatial process Y immediately defines a classic object process by ignoring the permutation.
Alternatively, provided it is integrable, one may define a marked point process X by geometric averaging, that is, by defining
a probability density f X  with respect to a unit rate Poisson process on D  marked in an i.i.d. fashion according to Q by
 where the product ranges over all permutations x  of object configuration x, and f is a
probability density of Y in the sequential setting. In this case, if f admits a Hammersley–Clifford factorisation of the form
(13.9), the probability density of X factorizes as
where  . It follows that if Y is a pairwise interaction Markov sequential spatial process
with respect to some relation ~ having probability density  X is a pairwise interaction marked
point process with respect to the symmetric relation  for which x   y if and only if x  ~ y or y ~ x . When interactions of
higher order occur, y)  1 implies that some y  y can be found such that for all z  y \ {y}, y ~ z. The interesting dual
property that any finite sequential spatial process can be derived as the time-ordered vector of points in a classic spatio-
temporal marked point process can be shown to hold as well. For further details, see Van Lieshout (2006a, 2006b).
13.3 Properties and connections
The success of Markov random fields in low level vision has given a boost to the development of Markov marked point
processes. Indeed, as we saw, mesh or pairwise interaction models have their analogues in point process theory. Similar
end p.437
remarks hold for the intermediate level. For example, Markov connected component fields (13.3) are close in spirit to
quermass interaction processes (Kendall et al. 1999, Møller and Helisova 2009). Reversely, methods designed for continuous
polygonal fields have inspired algorithms for Markov random fields (Schreiber and Van Lieshout 2007).
In this section we consider the intermediate level models in closer detail and study some interesting properties.
13.3.1 Merging of labels
In image segmentation, one has to face the model selection problem of choosing the number of categorical labels, that is,
the cardinality of the set . It would be desirable if the local dependence structure of the model would not change with the
number of labels. Indeed, the class of Markov connected component fields is closed under merging of labels, but the class of
Markov random fields is not (Van Lieshout and Stoica 2009).
To be specific, let  be the set {1,..., k}, k  2, and X a k-label Markov connected component field (13.3) with respect to
some reflexive, symmetric relation ~ on S. Define the random field Y with labels in {0,...,k  2} by  Then Y
is a (k  1)-label Markov connected component field with respect to ~. To see this, fix y = (y 1,...,y m )  {0,...,k  2} S . For x
 {z   S : y i = z i 1 zi k 2} and j  , write K j (x) for the set of maximal connected components in x  labelled j. Note that
the maximal j-labelled connected components in x  and y are identical for j = 1,..., k 2 and that each (k  1)- or k-
component is part of a single 0-component in y. Hence, P{Y 1 = y 1,..., Y m = y m } is proportional to
which proves the claim and gives an expression for  K (0). It is interesting to note that the above result can be seen as the
discrete analogue of the fact that the class of Markov connected component point processes (Baddeley and Møller 1989) is
closed under independent superposition (Chin and Baddeley 1999).
For Markov random fields, the situation is more complicated, as could be expected from the behaviour of Markov point
processes with respect to superposition (Van Lieshout 2000b). By the above remarks, for Markov random fields such as the
Potts model that can also be factorized as in (13.3), merging labels k  1 and k leads to a Markov connected component field
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Y. However, Y is not necessarily a Markov random field with respect to the given relation. A counterexample is the Potts
model with three colours,  = 1, and the horizontal and vertical neighbours relation: in configurations such as 
the conditional distribution of the top right pixel depends on whether Y takes value 0 or 1 at the bottom left pixel.
Furthermore, since the class of Markov random fields is
end p.438
not contained in that of Markov connected component fields with respect to the same relation, merging labels does not
always lead to a Markov connected component field. A counterexample is the 6-label Geman and Reynolds (1992) field X on S
= {s 1, s 2} with s 1 ~ s 2 defined by its joint probability mass function P{X 1 = x  1,X 2 = x  2}  exp {1/( x  1  x  2  + 1)}.
Then clearly X is a pairwise interaction Markov random field, but, by arguments similar to those in Example A2 in Møller and
Waagepetersen (1998), the joint probability mass function of Y does not factorize over maximal connected components.
13.3.2 The length-weighted Arak field is a hard core object process
In this section, we will consider the length-weighted Arak field with empty boundary condition introduced in Section 13.2.2.
One can show that for  large enough the model is a Markov object process in the sense of Section 13.2.3 and give a
convenient algorithmic description for the mark distribution.
To do so, let C n be the set of all closed polygons in [ n,n]2 which do not touch the boundary and set C =  n C n . To each
polygon , attach a unique r( ), say the extreme lower left point, to serve as location parameter. Each polygon lying in the
image window D as in the discussion surrounding (13.5), including the empty one, can than be described as x  +  with x   D
and   Q defined as Q = {   C  r( ) = 0}  { }.
For fixed   2, define a mark distribution Q by the continuous time random walk representation of Schreiber (2006) as
follows. Fix Z 0 at 0, pick an initial direction uniformly in (0, 2 ), and, between direction updates, move in a constant direction
with unit speed. Directions are updated with rate 4; the angle between the old and new direction is chosen according to the
probability density p( ) = sin( ) /4 on (0, 2 ), mirroring properties of the Poisson line process L discussed in Section 13.2.2.
The resulting random walk Z t ,t  0, is killed with rate   2 and whenever it hits its past trajectory to obtain Z  t , t  0. Also
draw a loop- closing half-line l* through 0 whose angle with the initial segment of (Z t ) t  0 is distributed according to p( ).
Finally, if Z  t hits l* before being killed and the contour * formed by l* and the trajectory of Z  t up to the moment of hitting
has lower left extreme point 0, let e* be the segment along l* from the origin up to its intersection with Z  t , and generate a
contour as follows:
In all remaining cases, the empty polygon is outputted. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 13.5.
The above algorithmic definition of Q is easy to implement. Moreover, the union of polygonal contours of the marked point
process defined by its conditional intensity
end p.439
•  with probability exp { (  + 2) l(e*)}, output *;
•  otherwise, output 
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Fig. 13.5. Random walk construction. The dashed line is the loop-closing half— line, the solid one Z  t .
The bottom pictures may output a non-empty polygon. The conditional intensity for the bottom left
polygon is zero regardless of the remainder of the configuration since it does not lie entirely in D.
with respect to the product of Lebesgue measure on D and Q on Q coincides in distribution with the length-weighted Arak field
(Van Lieshout and Schreiber 2007). Hence, one may regard it as a hard core object process of intensity 4 .
13.4 Examples
To illustrate the theory reviewed above, two image analysis problems are presented. The first example concerns the task of
tracking a variable number of moving objects across a video sequence, the second one is devoted to foreground/background
separation. In both cases, a regularization framework is chosen in which a goodness of fit term between the data and its
semantic description is balanced by terms that favour smooth, sparse descriptors.
13.4.1 Motion tracking
Object tracking is important, as motion is a major source of semantic information in domains such as surveillance, robotics,
and depth estimation. The aim is to find the objects that appear in a video sequence, and to follow their movements over
time. Clearly, this is a high level task, hence we place ourselves in the framework of Section 13.2.3.
Consider the synthetic data given in Fig. 13.6. The objects are squares of various sizes and colours. Hence Q = [s min, s max]
× {0,..., 255} where the side
end p.440
Fig. 13.6. Video sequence of moving squares.
length lies in some interval with 0 < s min < s max < , and the colour space is the set of 8-bit grey levels. We use the top
left corner as our location parameter. Each square x  occupies a set of pixels R(x) in the digital image. As the object colour is
not constant and there is significant overlap, we take vectors of squares to describe a scene. The components with a low
index are those close to the camera. Doing so, we may define the signal  t (x  i ) of configuration x  i in video frame i at
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pixel t as the colour of the object closest to the camera if  and as the background colour otherwise.
In order to formulate object tracking as a statistical inference problem, we shall define a probability density f(x)  exp
{ U(x)} at the sequence of object configurations x = (x 1,x 2,x 3) with respect to the product distribution of independent
unit rate sequential Poisson processes marked by a colour chosen according to the data histogram and a uniformly chosen
side length. For notational convenience, we suppress the dependence on the data. The unknown configuration x is now
treated as a parameter to be estimated, in other words, the aim is to find x that minimise the energy U(x).
Upon observation of the video sequence  indexed by pixels t  T and image frames i = 1,2,3, the
goodness of fit is taken to be proportional to
(13.10) 
Note that the probability density function f defined by energy function U given by (13.10) has independent frame marginals
that are Markov sequential spatial processes with respect to the overlapping objects relation u ~  if and only if R(u)  R( ) 
 0. Optimisation of (13.10) over x amounts to a least absolute deviation regression. However, a minimum is not guaranteed
to exist, nor, if it does exist, to be unique. Indeed, small spurious squares behind the signal of those closer to the camera
(having a lower index) do not affect the goodness of fit.
end p.441
To overcome this problem, we add terms to the energy function that penalize overlap, favour temporal cohesion between
squares in subsequent frames, and include matchings to keep track of a square as it moves across the video frames. To
prevent spurious overlap, we add a positive penalty for each object and each pair of overlapping squares (known as the
Strauss potential). Note that doing so results in a Markov overlapping objects process. Furthermore, we say that  and 
are matched if they are instances of the same square in adjacent frames. The quality of a match is described by a weighted
sum of the absolute difference in side lengths and colour and the squared distance between the top left points of the two
squares involved. In order to quantify coherence between consecutive frames, we add a positive penalty term for each
missing match, offset by the quality of matches that are present. Finally, in order to propagate relative depth information
gathered when two squares overlap over time, a positive penalty is added to U for each overlapping pair of matched squares
such that the relative depth is not preserved in the next or previous frame. Again, the dependence structure is local in the
sense that only pairs of overlapping objects and consecutive video frames are involved.
To find an optimal configuration sequence with associated matchings, we use simulated annealing (Haario and Saksman
1991) within the Metropolis—Hastings framework (see Chapter 9). Inspired by Lund et al. (1999), we allow addition and
deletion of matched or unmatched squares, modification of the permutation order, addition and deletion of a match, changes
in location, colour, and side length, splitting a square in two, and merging two close squares into a single one. The synthetic
data presented in Fig. 13.6 were chosen to include squares entering and leaving the image window or passing each other, a
square leaving one connected component to join another, complete occlusion, as well as varying contrast. The signal of the
near optimal sequence of configurations coincides with that of the data. Not visible in the signal but present in the near
optimal configuration is a square hidden behind the dark one in the top right quadrant of the middle frame, see the listed
sequence of object configurations with associated matchings in Table 13.1. The matches are correctly reproduced as well.
In order to quantify depth, we estimate the probabilities  of square k in frame i lying closer to the camera than square l >
k in the same frame. Table 13.2 lists the result for i = 2. By standard combinatorial arguments, the correctness of these
empirical values is verified. Other examples and further details are given in Van Lieshout (2008).
13.4.2 Foreground/background separation
Consider an image such as the one depicted in Fig. 13.7 and suppose the goal is to separate the foreground from the
background. For this task, a large variety of models and methods is available, ranging from elementary thresholding through
contour extraction methods to scene modelling. For a comprehensive overview, see for example Chapter 10 in Rosenfeld and
Kak (1982). More recent material
end p.442
Table 13.1. Result after simulated annealing (see text) for Fig. 13.6. The columns contain the square
parameters (x and y coordinates of top left corner, side length, and grey level) for frames i = 1, 2, 3. For
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parameters (x and y coordinates of top left corner, side length, and grey level) for frames i = 1, 2, 3. For
matched objects, the index of the associated square in the next frame is listed in the columns labelled ‘m’.
can be found in Vincent (1999), which treats morphological methods, or in the volume edited by Osher and Paragios (2003)
which contains contributions on level set approaches, active contour models and variational methods, and more. In this
chapter on stochastic geometric methods, we place ourselves at the intermediate conceptual level that regards the sought
after segmentation as a coloured tessellation. The approach is a compromise between the full scene modelling feasible in
restricted application domains only and the Markov random field models of Section 13.2.1.
As discussed in Section 13.2.2, at the intermediate level one may either choose sets of pixels or tessellations as the focus of
interest. Since reality is continuous rather than discrete, we find the latter approach the most appealing and will use
polygonal field models. The idea to use such a model as a prior distribution for image segmentation is due to Clifford and
Middleton (1989). A Metropolis— Hastings style sampler was developed by Clifford and Nicholls (1994) and applied
Fig. 13.7. Segmented image of a cat.
end p.443
Table 13.2. Pairwise probabilities  of object k having a lower sequence index than object l after
annealing (see text) for frame 2 and data as given in Fig. 13.6.
to an image reconstruction problem. A modification was suggested by Paskin and Thrun (2005) for use in robotic mapping.
In order to formulate foreground extraction as a statistical inference problem, we shall define a probability density f   exp
{ U  on labelled tessellations    d with respect to the coloured Arak field A  d with free boundary conditions. The
notation A  d is used to distinguish the dominating measure from its colourless counterpart A d , cf. (13.5), with a similar
remark for  d . The labels are binary: 1 indicates the foreground, 0 the background. Since adjacent regions must have
different labels, each admissable  can be coloured in two ways only. In the reference field A  d , each possible colouring is
given probability 1/2. Note that the energy may and will depend on the data image. Having formulated a probability density f,
the unknown configuration  is treated as a parameter to be estimated, in other words, the aim is to minimize the energy U
i=1   m i=2   m i=3   
89 119 20 180 7 119 49 30 30 1 99 59 30 30
129 139 20 80 6 49 29 20 127 4 89 79 20 105
1 109 20 55 59 189 20 155 9 190 9 30 30
99 129 40 155 8 19 19 40 0 8 39 39 21 127
139 39 30 30 1 125 57 20 105 2 139 139 20 80
59 19 20 127 2 129 139 20 80 5 144 124 40 155
9 9 40 0 4 95 99 20 180 7 105 95 20 180
159 29 20 105 5 119 125 40 155 6 29 29 40 0
          79 169 20 155
— 0.66 0.79 0.93 1.00 0.75 1.00 1.00
 — 0.67 1.00 0.62 0.59 0.82 0.95
  — 0.67 0.42 0.42 0.62 0.83
   — 0.22 0.24 0.43 0.71
    — 0.50 1.00 1.00
     — 0.75 1.00
      — 1.00
       —
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 over the family of admissible labelled tessellations.
Write y = (y t ), t  T, for the data image. Here, each pixel value y t  {0,..., 255} is a grey level. Given y, the energy function
U is the sum of regression and regularization terms. In analogy to (13.10), the goodness of fit is described in terms of L 1(y, 
 Optimization of the goodness of fit criterion alone suffers from similar problems as those discussed in the context of
motion tracking: In general, the minimum will not be unique and tend to result in an over-segmentation. To overcome these
problems, we add a regularization term proportional to the total edge length ( ).
To find the optimal configuration, we again use simulated annealing within the Metropolis—Hastings framework. The update
proposals are based on the dynamic representation of Arak (1982), an equivalent definition of A d in terms of the evolution of
a one-dimensional particle system. Briefly, the edges of the field that separate foreground and background components are
interpreted as the traces of particles travelling in time and one-dimensional space. Particles are born in D in pairs according
to a homogeneous Poisson point process, while at the boundary D, single particles are generated according to a Poisson
point process with an appropriate intensity measure. Particles change their velocity
end p.444
according to a pure jump process with a suitably chosen transition kernel, which show up as the vertices of  in the trace.
When particles collide or reach the boundary of D, they die. For details, see Arak and Surgailis (1989). Schreiber
(2005)observed that when a new particle birth site u  D is added to configuration , the symmetric difference with the old
configuration is a closed polygonal curve that may be self-intersecting or chopped off at the boundary. The addition of a birth
site u  D gives rise to a single self-avoiding polygonal curve that may be chopped off at the the boundary. Hence, a
Metropolis—Hastings sampler can be set up that proposes to add or delete birth sites combined with swaps between
foreground and background. The resulting moves are easy to implement and sufficiently flexible for an efficient exploration of
the state space (Kluszczy ski et al. 2007, Schreiber 2005).
The result for an image from the Pascal Network of Excellence challenge 2006 http://www.pascal-
network.org/challenges/VOC/thumbs/VOC2006 is overlaid on the data in Fig. 13.7. The misclassification rate, calculated
manually due to the lack of a ground truth, is about 3%. Further details can be found in Kluszczy ski et al. (2006).
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